FIXED PRICE OFFER
ROE BUCK HUNT NEAR MASZEWO
DATE:
Rut 2019

ACCOMMODATION:
Forester’s lodge in Bobrowniki

(3 days hunt/6 way outs first way out in the evening on arrival
day and last in the morning on day of departure day)

HUNTING AREA:
Hunt club near Wągrowiec
Hunting area: 14.300 h/ / 4.500h forest
Shooting plan: 52 roe bucks; 375 wild boars,
This hunt club is known from medium and strong roe bucks (in
between also medal bucks). The is also possibility for wild
boar hunt.

FIXED –PRICE ROE BUCK HUNT:
According to weight of antlers with a skull, nasal and occipital bone
and a jawbone, after taking 90 g off, 24 hours after preparation.

up to 299 g net or wounded /each………….. 249 €
300-399 g net /each…………………….…..….359 €
400-499 g net /each …………..………….……479 €
500-and over/ each........................................649 €

ADDITIONAL COSTS:
If needed or ordered)
- additional cost for booking single room/day/person…19 €
- accommodation for accompanying person/day .….....79 €
- each accompanying person during the hunt/day…….39 €
- skin (crude)/kg…………………...……….…………........6 €
- wild boar……………………..…..…………..........price list
- preparation of tusks less than 140 mm/pcs……….….29 €
- shipping of trophies/per kg……………………..…..…..39 €

ORGANISATION:
3 days hunt & stay/ hunter………………….……419 €
- 3 days of organization of the hunt
- service of the assistant polish hunter 1:1
- preparation of trophies
- 3 days of accommodation in hotel
- breakfast, dinner and sandwiches after the evening hunt
(inc. coffee, tea, water)
- voucher, registration, hunting report and calculation

TRANSPORT:
during the hunt/ 3 days/hunter (2 way outs a day)….…180

€

THE CHARGE FOR THE HUNT IS REQUIRE DIRECT
AFTER THE HUNT IN CASH (EURO).

WILD BOAR - TROPHY
According to length of bottom tusks (average length of both
tusks measured along outer curve).
140 mm to 159 mm

379

160 mm to 199 mm

419

over 200 mm

869

wg

+11,50 € for each 1
mm over 160 mm
+13,99 € for each 1
mm over 200 mm

WILD BOAR- LESS THAN 140 MM TUSKS
According to the weight of body, after disembowelling:
less than 29,99 kg

89

30,00 to 39,99 kg

139

40,00 to 49,99 kg

169

50,00 to 69,99 kg

249

over 70,00 kg

339

sow (over 70,00 kg)

399

rifle-shot wounded wild boar

139

Important: Should the hunter take the whole wild boar’s
head, the charge for the shooting is counted according to
the rule which says that visible part of the tusks is a onethird of total tusk length.

